Variations to Convention Guidelines 2015-16

There have been extensive changes to the South Pacific A.C.E. Student Convention Guidelines. This is a quick check to bring the changes to your attention.

Please note that there have been changes to Divisions as well as changes within Divisions. The following is a list of places within the Guidelines that changes have been made – all changes are indicated by red type.

List of changes:

**INTRODUCTION**

IN.8  Awards

24/7 Award Criteria

IN.10  How to Prepare

IN.11  Registration Fees

IN.12  Number of Events

  Combined Teams/Groups

  Convention Control & Judging

IN.13  Event Categories

  Registration

IN.14  Qualification For South Pacific Student Convention

  Entries at South Pacific Student Convention

IN.16  Guests & Visitors

IN.17-19  Events of the Heart

IN.21  Student Event Registration Form

IN.23  Application For Combined Teams/Group Events

IN.24  Permission for Participation Form – Homeschool Students

IN.25  Permission for Participation Form – School Students

IN.27  Judges Application

**ACADEMICS DIVISION**

AC.1  General Information

AC.13-14  Essay Writing & Judges Form

AC.15-16  Poetry Writing & Judges Form

AC.17-18  Short Story Writing & Judges Form

AC.23  Science Exhibit Judges Form

AC.27  Social Studies Judges Form
ATHLETICS DIVISION
AT.1 General Instructions
AT.16 Basketball

EXHIBITS DIVISION – MANUAL ARTS SECTION
MA.1 General Instructions
MA.2 Checklist for Manual Arts
MA.3 Labels for Manual Arts
MA.4 Manual Arts Report
MA.5 Wood Construction
MA.7 Wood Turning Judges Form
MA.8 Wood Construction Judges Form
MA.9 Wood Carving Judges Form
MA.10 Marquetry Judges Form
MA.11 Metal Sculpture
MA.12 Metal Sculpture Judges Form
MA.13 Metal Fabrication Judges Form
MA.14 Sheet Metalwork Judges Form
MA.15 Scrapbooking
MA.16 Flax Construction
MA.17 Clay Work Judges Form
MA.18 Scrapbooking Judges Form
MA.19 Bilum Making Judges Form
MA.20 Flax Construction Judges Form
MA.21 Needle & Thread

EXHIBITS DIVISION – MEDIA ARTS SECTION
ME.1 General Instructions
ME.2 General Guidelines
ME.2-3 Photography Guidelines
ME.4 Checklist for Media Arts
ME.6 Photography Report
ME.7 Photography Judges Form
ME.8 Computer Constructed Photography
ME.9 Powerpoint Presentation
ME.11 Powerpoint Presentation Judges Form
ME.12-13 Website Development & Judges Form
ME.14-15 Posters & Judges Form
ME.16 Poster/Graphic Design Report
ME.17 Graphic Design – NEW EVENT
ME.18 Graphic Design Judges Form
ME.19-20 Radio Play & Judges Form
ME.22 Video Production
ME.24 Video Production Judges Form

EXHIBITS DIVISION – VISUAL ARTS SECTION
VA.1 General Information
VA.2 General Guidelines
   Framing
VA.3 Checklist for Visual Arts
VA.9 Mixed Media
VA.10 Brush/Pen Judges Form
VA.11 Mixed Media Judges Form
VA.12-13 Prints & Judges Forms

MUSIC DIVISION – MUSIC COMBINED SECTION NEW SECTION
MC.1-MC.9
   Self-Accompanied Solo
   Instrumental & Vocal Duet
   Instrumental & Vocal Trio
   Instrumental & Vocal Quartet
   Combined Ensemble

MUSIC DIVISION – MUSIC INSTRUMENTAL SECTION
MI.1 General Information
MI.2 General Guidelines
   Qualification for Trophy
MI.4 Accompaniment
   Time Limits
MI.5 Solo
MI.6 Trio
   Quartet

MUSIC DIVISION – MUSIC VOCAL SECTION
MV.1 General Information
MV.2 General Guidelines
Time Limits
MV.3 Appropriateness of Selection
MV.4 Accompaniment
MV.5 Choirs – only 1 song per choir required.
MV.6 Vocal Solo Judges Form
MV.7 Vocal Duet/Trio/Quartet Judges Form

PLATFORM DIVISION
Pl.1 General Instructions
PL.2 Preparation
Pl.5 Puppetry Judges Form
PL.7 Dramatic Dialogue Judges Form
PL.8-9 One-Act Play & Judges Form
PL.11 Oratory Judges Form
PL.13 Dramatic Monologue Judges Form
PL.15 Dramatic Narrative Judges Form
PL.17 Poetry Recitation Judges Form
PL.19 Illustrated Storytelling Judges Form
PL.21 Ventriloquism Judges Form
PL.23 Clown Act Judges Form
PL.24 Famous Speech
PL.26 Famous Speech Judges Form
PL.27-28 Preaching & Judges Form
PL.29 Mime
PL.31 Expressive Reading

SCRIPTURE DIVISION
SC.1 General Information
SC.2 Golden Awards
SC.10 Bible Bowl
SC.11 Group Bible Speaking

We would like to hear your feedback at events@scee.edu.au

Kathy Fisher - Events Coordinator